ART. 6

GENERATION AND DISSEMINATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

ACTIVE TRANSPARENCY

INFORMATION MUST BE ACCESSIBLE
- WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS
- USABLE BY EVERYONE

INSTITUTIONS MUST INFORM US ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL DATA IN A REGULAR, TIMELY AND COMPREHENSIBLE MANNER

To the extent possible within available resources

WAYS TO DISSEMINATE

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

POLLUTANT RELEASE AND TRANSFER REGISTERS
- Water
- Soil
- Subsoil
- Waste

REPORTS ON THE STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

- Easily comprehensible
- Accessible
- Culturally appropriate media formats

TRY TO ENSURE THAT INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES AND IN COMPREHENSIBLE AND ALTERNATIVE FORMATS

IN CASE OF IMMINENT THREAT TO PUBLIC HEALTH OR THE ENVIRONMENT

Institutions shall immediately disclose

To prevent and limit damage

ENCOURAGE COMPANY SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS

ARCHIVING AND DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

INDEPENDENT ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE REVIEWS

Files must be stored to avoid being lost

INFORMATION FOR CONSUMERS AND USERS
- Information about environmental qualities
- And effects on health

CONCESSIONS, CONTRACTS AND AUTHORIZATIONS

Whenever they involve the use of public goods, services or resources

Early warning systems

READ THE AGREEMENT

GET TO KNOW THE OBSERVATORY
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